
 

KAMEELKOP GAME RESERVE – SITUATED IN THE WASBANK DISTRICT 
HUNTING SEASON  

2020 

Indemnity 
 

The Kwazulu-Natal Hunting Shooting and Conservation Association (KZNHSCA) and the Boshoek Trust, 

or any of their employees, agents, representative or members, shall not be responsible or liable in any 

way for any death, injury or illness, of whatsoever nature, sustained or suffered by any person whilst 

visiting the Reserve, or for any theft, loss or damage for or to any property caused or occurring on the 

Reserve. 

RULES 

We welcome you to the Kameelkop Game Reserve and hope that you will have a successful and enjoyable 
hunt. 

 1. PROCEDURES BEFORE ARRIVAL: 

The Principal member (that is the one who books and pays for the hunt), must be Proficiency 
Graded (PG) and all hunters must be paid up members of the Association.   

   According to the Association’s Public Liability Policy, an Indemnity Form is to be signed by each  
  member of your hunting party and returned to the KZN Hunting Shooting and Conservation  
                         Assn. Office, prior to your departure, before the hunt.  

You shall be in possession of the confirmation of your preferred dates and species you wish to 
hunt.     

  You will be given the contact name and number of the Senior Field Ranger at the reserve so that  
  you can give him your ETA. 

 2. PROCEDURES ON ARRIVAL. 

  All hunting parties must check in with either the Senior Field Ranger or Senior Staff. 

Hunters must be in possession of all required licences/TOPS Permits for the species that they 
individually will be hunting.  No hunting will be allowed without these licences.  These are to be 
shown to the field staff. 

  You are responsible for obtaining any additional documentation, if required, before any venison is 
  transported from the Reserve to your final destination.   

  Hunters will be shown to the accommodation and settled. 

  Sighting in of rifles will take place on the designated range before any hunting is allowed. 

  All hunters will sight in all the weapons they intend to use. 

 3. HUNTING PROCEDURES  

                          3.1 The KZN Nature Conservation Ordinance 15 of 1974 is relevant. 

  NO hunting to take place within 200m from your vehicle.  

  Game may be hunted only during daylight hours – this means that no hunting will take place 
                          between half an hour after sunset on one day and half an hour before sunrise on the following  
                          day. 
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  3.2 Additional Information: 

                          NO salt is supplied for trophies.  Hunters are required to supply their own salt. 

   In the event of an animal being wounded or an animal shot in error that is not on your allocated  
                          quota, you must immediately notify the Senior Field Ranger.  

  If you wound an animal and it cannot be found during the period of your stay, it will be   
  deemed to have been hunted and shall be paid for. R150 will be charged for any miss shots!! 

Hunters are not allowed to indiscriminately shoot at animals or birds occurring on the reserve.  
This excludes Black Back Jackal.  Any dog found trespassing or not under the control of a lawful 
hunter which is found destroying, worrying, killing, hunting for or in pursuit of game within the 
reserve may be destroyed by the hunter and must immediately report this to the Senior Field 
Ranger. Furthermore, no plants may be collected or removed from their natural habitat. 

  Cattle/goats may be present on the reserve.  Please be aware of this and exercise extreme care  
  when hunting.  Should an animal be accidentally killed, please report this immediately to the  
  Senior Field Ranger. The cost may be for your account. 

  Only Bow Hunting is allowed in the area between the main gate and the Lodge. 

  The onus is on you to ensure that the skinners receive the correct instructions regarding your  
  carcasses. 

A fee as determined by KZN Hunting Shooting & Conservation Association technical team will be 
payable if an animal of a specie other than those specified is shot and will be penalized by a 10% 
extra on the overall value of their account. The carcass will also be forfeited.  A charge of illegal 
hunting may be investigated and/or disciplinary proceedings instituted. Any hunting party that 
overshoots their quota will be penalized by a 10% extra on the overall value of their account and 
disciplinary proceedings instituted. 

  You are responsible for the safety of any non hunters in your party.  Please watch the activities  
  of children. 

  Only firearms with a calibre of at least .243 Win may be used for the hunting of game up to the  
  size of impala and for game larger than impala, a calibre larger than a .243 Win must be used. 

  MEASURING OF HORNS:  
The Rowland Ward method will be the only applicable measuring method. Any length over 
Rowland Ward minimum plus 1/2” will be considered a trophy. 

  4. GENERAL FIREARM RULES 

  No Loaded firearms may be transported in or on vehicles or be brought into built-up areas; your  
  guide has strict instructions in this regard.  Remember there may be other people in the veldt, so  
  please look before you shoot.  NO firearms may be discharged, under any circumstances, within  
  the lodge area or near the other accommodation. 

NO firearms may be left unattended in the lodge, a gun safe has been provided in the lodge 
office, for your convenience and safety. 

 5. FIELD RANGERS: 

  A Field Ranger will be allocated to you, he will not be replaced unless he becomes ill or   
  something unforeseen happens.  In such a case you will be provided with another field ranger.   
  NO hunting will be allowed, unless the hunter is accompanied by a field ranger.  NOTE:  It is  
                          your hunt and you may choose (and pay for), whether you would like to have one or more field  
  rangers accompany you.  You need to decide and advise the Senior Field Ranger accordingly,  
  before your hunt. 
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Your Field Ranger’s duty is to show where vehicles may drive and where you may hunt, as well 
as to point out wounded animals.  He will assist with the recovery of animals, slaughtering and 
salting.  (Bring your own salt).  He will assist with flat skins as part of his duties and you will have 
to negotiate a price for a “shoulder mount” (suggest R150.00).  Neither the KZN Hunting Shooting 
& Conservation Association nor The Kameelkop Game Reserve takes any responsibility for the 
quality of this work. 

    The Field Ranger is, however, not a personal assistant or a gun bearer and is not responsible  
  for judging horn length or identifying species and/or sex.  This remains the hunter’s responsibility. 

If the Field Ranger determines that an animal is wounded, as a result of the presence of blood or 
other sign(s), it must be accepted as such and everything possible must be done by the 
hunter/hunting party to find the animal.  If help is needed to find a wounded animal the Field 
Ranger may contact the Senior Field Ranger and ask for assistance.  NO further hunting will 
take place by the hunter involved until the wounded animal is dispatched or everything 
possible has been done to find the animal.  

Field Rangers are authorised to shoot any wounded animals on sight, it if appears that the hunter 
is unable to do so and the Field Ranger will not be responsible for any meat loss that may result. 
You may also shoot previously wounded animals once you have confirmed with the Field Ranger 
that the animal is indeed wounded and he has given permission that it may be shot.  YOU will 
have NO legal claim to the animal; however, if such an animal occurs in your package, you may 
include it in your package, if you still need such an animal.  

  Field Rangers are not to be bribed and any action which may be seen as bribing or attempting to  
  bribe a  field ranger will result in the conduct being investigated and possible disciplinary action.   
  Likewise, any attempt by a field ranger at soliciting a bribe must be brought to the Association’s  
  attention. 

                          The Field Ranger has the right to refuse to accompany any hunter whom he considers to be   
  under the influence of alcohol or prohibited substances. The Senior Field Ranger may terminate 
                          the hunt, at any time, should a hunter not adhere to the hunt rules, the reserve’s rules or for   
                          serious misconduct.  Any fees paid will also be forfeited. 

Tipping of Field Rangers: 
We suggest a minimum of R50 per day discretionary tip per field ranger, but if you feel you would 
like to show greater appreciation and give more it is up to you.       

  The Senior Field Ranger may terminate the hunt, at any time, should the weather conditions  
  deteriorate and/or become unsafe. 

 6. GENERAL RULES: 

You must provide your own transport.  The hunter will be responsible for loading and transporting 
game shot to the slaughter house and cold room as soon as possible. The Field Ranger may 
contact the Senior Field Ranger and ask for assistance if necessary. Transport will be provided 
when required at a price of R250-00 per day. You must ensure that the animals shot are 
safeguarded from Vultures on the reserve.  Neither the KZN Hunting Shooting & Conservation 
Association nor the Kameelkop Game Reserve takes any responsibility of any loss of meat due to 
above. The hunter is responsible and the animal shall be paid for. 

  Be aware of Leopard & Python on the reserve. 

Vehicle must stay on the road, except when loading harvested game. 

  Driving of vehicle for purposes other than hunting, or at night, within the reserve, is   
     prohibited, unless you have received specific permission from the Senior Field Ranger       
  and you are accompanied by a field ranger. 

  The discarding of litter, of any sort, is prohibited.  Visitors are requested to please bring  
                         your own black bags for any solid litter (cans, bottles, plastic etc.) which must be removed  
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                         from the reserve when you leave. Only organic waste is requested to be deposited in  
                         the rubbish bins provided.                              

Cigarette butts are considered as litter and under no circumstances may they be discarded in 
anything other than an ashtray or a similar suitable receptacle and above all, that there shall be 
constant guard against the risk of destructive veld fires.    

  NO ALCOHOL may be consumed in the hunting area.  Please also refrain from providing Field  
  Rangers with alcohol. 

  All the rules and regulations that normally apply in the game reserve are still in force. 

The collection of firewood in the reserve is prohibited and fires may only be made at the 
designated sites. One large bundle of wood per night will be provided to the hunting party 
free of charge. Any additional wood can be purchased from the camp attendant. Gas 
braais are welcome. 

  The lodge must be vacated by 10:00 on the last day of your hunt, so that it can be cleaned.  
  Baggage may be left at the office at your own risk, should you wish to hunt until 16:00,   
  PROVIDED there is no booking for that day. 

 7 RESPONSIBILITY OF GROUP LEADER: 

  To ensure that: 

a) the completion of all the necessary documentation, including the HUNT  RETURN 
FORM, signed by the field ranger who accompanied you, before leaving the 
property at the end of your stay.    

  b) a copy of the completed and signed hunt return form is forwarded to the KZN   
   Hunting Shooting and Cons. Assn office within 3 working days of completion of the hunt. 

  c) you or any member of your hunting party is not found in contravention of the   
   hunting rules. Your details will be brought to the attention of the Hunting Committee for  
   possible disciplinary action and / or being penalised when awarding future hunts. 

d) you and your hunting party are absolutely certain and understand what game species and 
number of game may be hunted as agreed upon and that all hunters are in possession of 
the necessary hunting licences/permits for the animals allocated to them.  

  e) any disputes are brought to the attention of the Hunting Committee. 

            8       All carcasses/meat remains the property of the Kameelkop Game Reserve until all the monies    
                      have been fully paid.  

We thank you for your patience whilst reading this and trust that we have your co-operation with regard to the 
above rules and look forward to being of assistance at all times 

 

 

I hereby acknowledge that I have read the Indemnity and rules as stipulated above and undertake to adhere to 
them.  

Signed at____________________________________ on________________________  

Name ___________________________________ Signature______________________ 
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KAMEELKOP 

 
DETAILED HUNTING RETURN FORM 

 
To be filled in after hunt: 
Hunting Association Members: 
ONE COPY TO BE RETAINED BY THE Senior Field Ranger 
ONE COPY TO BE RETURNED TO THE KZN HUNTING SHOOTING AND CONS. ASSN. OFFICE WITHIN 3 
DAYS OF THE HUNT. 
 
Date of hunt: Date of arrival: ………………………..To……………………….(inclusive) 
 

Name of hunter/s Calibre 
Rifle 

Shots 
fired 

Game Hunted Game 
wounde

d 

Licence or 
permit 

number 

Days  Nights 

     

Species Sex 
M/F 

Miss 
Shots 
R150 

    

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

 
No of Field Rangers used: ………… 
 
Name of Field Ranger(s) …………………………………………………………………………. (Please print names)     
 
Signature of Senior Field Ranger ______________________________________ Date: ____________________ 
 
Signature of Field Ranger  ___________________________________________  Date:  ___________________  
 
Comments on facilities:  _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 


